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SHORT TIME BEHAVIOR OF LOGARITHMIC 
DERIVATIVES OF THE HEAT KERNEL* 

DANIEL W. STROOCKt AND JAMES TURETSKY* 

Abstract. Let M be a compact, connected Riemannian manifold. Let pt{x->y) be the funda- 
mental solution to Cauchy initial value problem for the heat equation ^ = ^ A^f w, where AM is the 
Levi-Civita Laplacian. The purpose of this note is to study the asymptotic behavior of logarithmic 
derivatives of logpt(' ,y) at x as t \ 0. In particular, we show that a dramatic change takes place 
when x is at the cut-locus of y. 

1. Introduction. Let M be a connected, compact, d-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold, and use AM to denote the standard (i.e., the Levi-Civita) Laplacian on 
C00(M;M). Next, consider the Cauchy initial value problem for the associated heat 
equation: 

~^I^^X) — 7i&Mu(t,x)     with      limii(t,x) = f(x). 

By elliptic regularity theory and the strong maximum principle, there is a unique 
smooth function t € (0, oo) i—> pt € C00 (M x M; (0, oo)) such that 

u(t,x) = /   f(y)pt(x,y)\M(dy)    for every / G C(M), 
JM 

where AM stands for the Riemannian measure on M. In fact, because AM is essentially 
self-adjoint in L2(\M), pt(x,y) =pt{y,x). 

In this paper we will analyze logarithmic derivatives of PT( •, y), thereby extending 
results in [10] about the first and second order logarithmic derivatives. To be more 
precise, recall Varadhan's formula (cf. [17]) 

distix ii) 
(1.1) lira TlogpT(^,y) =  uniformly in (x,y) G M x M, 

where dist(x, y) denotes the Riemannian distance between x and y. Our goal is to ex- 
amine the extent to which the limit in (1.1) can be made to commute with derivatives. 
Obviously, because the smoothness of dist( • ,y) breaks down at the cut-locus Cut(y), 
one expects that there should be a distinction between x £ Cut(y) and x € Cut(y). 
Indeed, this suspicion was confirmed in [10] (cf. Corollary 2.28 there), where it was 
shown that derivatives of first and second order commute with the limit as long as 
x £ Cut(y), but that, in general, problems occur when x G Cut(y). In fact, when 
x G Cut(y), second order logarithmic derivatives of PT{ •, y) at x can diverge like T~2 

as T \ 0 (cf. Theorem 2.34 in [10]). In the present article, we will extend these 
results to derivatives of all orders. In particular (cf. Theorem 4.1 below), we will show 
that derivatives of all orders commute with the limit in (1.1) when x ^ GMt(y). Fur- 
ther, when x G C\it(y), we show that, in general, nth order logarithmic derivatives of 
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PT( •, y) at x can be as bad as T_n, thereby showing that one cannot hope to improve 
estimates obtained in [16]. 

Our strategy will be as follows. In §2 we develop explicit formulas for covariant 
logarithmic derivatives of PT( •, y) in terms of integrals with respect to Wiener's mea- 
sure (cf. (2.11)). These formulas are valid whether or not x is at the cut-locus of y. 
What they do is express an nth order logarithmic derivative of PT( • ,2/) as a sum of 
the form 

171=1 

i(n 

In general, the best that one can say is that the coefficients am(T) stay bounded as 
T \ 0. Nonetheless, the fact which saves the day is the observation that am(T) 
can be expressed as a finite linear combination of cumulants (cf. the Appendix) with 
respect to a measure obtained by conditioning [JLT-

1
 In particular, when x ^ Cut(y), 

the theory of large deviations developed in [7] applies and says that this conditioned 
measure degenerates fast enough to make all the cumulants of each order m > 2 vanish 
at order Tm. On the other hand, when x € Cut(y), the conditioned measure need 
not degenerate, with the result that these cumulants may survive as T \ 0. That is, 
the degeneration of these conditioned measures is intimately tied to properties of the 
exponential map at the points in question. 

2. Formulas for logarithmic derivatives of the heat kernel. In this section, 
we reformulate the differential calculus of §2 in [16] using the idea from §1 in [10] to 
make it amenable to the theory of large deviations as it was developed in [7]. Our 
main objective here is to express (cf. (2.12)) the logarithmic derivatives of the heat 
kernel in terms of conditional expectations on the Wiener space. 

2.1. Differential geometric notation. Because it leads to conceptual as well 
as notational simplification, we introduce O(M), the bundle of orthonormal frames e 
(cf. [2] for more information on the topic), and the fiber map TT : O(M) —> M with 
takes the frame e into the base point over which it lies. Given e £ O(M) with x = 7r(e), 
we will identify e with the isometric map v £ W1 i—> ev £ TXM which takes v into 
the element ev of TXM whose coordinates in the frame e are v E W1. Next, we use 
the Levi-Civita connection to determine the horizontal subspace HeO(M) of TcO(M)'J 

and, for v € Mrf, we define the canonical vector field (£(v) on O(M) so that, at each 
e E O(M), (£(v)e is the horizontal lift of ev to e. That is, <£(v)e is the unique element 
of HtO(M) such that <i7r(£(v)e = ev. Thus, if F is a smooth, tensor-valued function 
on M, then €(v)c(F o TT) is the covariant derivative of F at 7r(e) in the direction ev. 
In particular, if / € C00(M;R) and n > 1, then we define the nth order covariant 
derivative e^f : O(M) —* (Rd)®n of / so that 

(^f O TT, V) = £(V)e/ O TT = £(vn)c O • • . O ^(v1)/ O TT 
\ / (R<*)<8>" 

= Vcv" • * • Vcvi/, 

when 

1 It is not too surprising that cumulants arise here. Indeed, at a somewhat casual level, PT($->y) 

is the kernel for e"2"AM and we are looking at logp^C • >2/)- 
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Finally, it will be convenient to have introduced three important quantities which 
are inextricably tied to these considerations. The first of these is the solder form u 
which assigns to a vector 3it G TtO(M) the coordinates (JJ(XC) of divXi € Tn^M in 
the frame e. That is, dirXt — tu)(Xt). Second, given (^,r/) G (Mrf)2, we define the 
curvature form e € O(M) i—> $c(£,r)) G o(d) so2 that 

e*e«,t?)C = Biem(e€,ef?)cC,        C ^ Mrf, 

where 
Riem^^y^Z, = V^Y^Z- [VX,VY]XZ 

is the usual Riemann curvature tensor. Finally, we define the Ricci matrix e E 
O(M) —> Rice E Hom(Mrf;Mrf) by 

d 

i=l 

for any orthonormal basis (r;1,..., 77^) in Erf. Using the symmetries of the Riemann 
curvature, it is easy to check that $e(£,r)) = — $t(r),£) and that RiCe is symmetric. 

2.2. Calculus on Wiener space. As we said in the introduction, our analysis 
turns on our ability to represent PT(#5 y) and its derivatives in terms of function space 
integrals with respect to Wiener's measure. For this reason, we introduce the separable 
Banach space 211, with the uniform norm || • Han, of continuous paths w : [0,1] —> W1 

satisfying w(0) = 0. Letting B be the Borel field over 211, we use n to denote the 
standard Wiener measure on (211,6). That is, if 6* is the sub cr-algebra generated 
by w E 211 1—y W(T) E W1 as r runs through [0,t], then, for each 0 < h < t<2 < 1, 
w E W 1—> w(t2) — w(ti) E Mrf under /J, is a Gaussian random variable which is 
independent of 6^ and has mean 0 and covariance fo — ti)!. Next, for each T E (0,1], 
let /J,T be the distribution of w E W 1—> T* w E 231 under fi. 

For each T E (0,1] and e E O(M), there is a //T-almost surely unique, {6* : 
t E [0,1]}-progressively measurable map 5c,T • [0,1] x 20 —> O(M) which solves the 
Stratonovich stochastic differential equation 

dffcTft W) = g(odw(t))^ T(^W) With Se,T(0,w) = t. 

Moreover, a standard application of Ito calculus leads to the relation 

(2.1) E^[/o7r(^)T(l,w))] =J f(y)pT{^),y)XM(dy),    /GC(M;E), 

which is the starting point for our entire program. In fact, starting from (2.1), one can 
show (cf. [6]) that there is a (weakly) continuous map (e, T, y) E O(M) x (0,1] x M \—> 
fiT,c\y £ Mi(2n) (the space of probability measures on 20) such that 

/ *(w)^T(dw) 

(2.2) {w:7roSCiT(l,w)6r} 

2 o(d) stands for Lie algebra of the orthogonal group O(d), which we identify with the space of 
skew symmetric matrices. Also, notice we have adopted a different sign convention from the one in 
[2], where our ^t(^v) would be denoted by -$(e(£)c, C(r/)e). 
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for all Borel sets T C M and bounded, Borel measurable \I> : W —> M. That is, 
y € M i—> li>T,t\y £ Mi(W) is a continuous version of the conditional distribution of 
HT given TT O 3^(1, w) = y. Alternatively, one can interpret (2.2) as saying that 

(2.3) pT(7r(e),y)E^i* [*(w)] = WT [*(w) 8y o TT^.TCI, w)) 

where 8y is the Dirac delta function relative to AM- 

In order to pass from (2.1) to expressions for derivatives of PT{ • ,y), we adopt 
the procedure developed in [5], [15], and [16]. To describe this procedure, we need to 
recall two families of perturbations of the paths 3e,T( *, w): the backward perturbation 

seMH_> ([K,r,v(-,w)](a)>[§',iT>v(.>w)](a)) 6 (7([0, l];Md) x C([0,l];O(M)) 

for each v 6 Md, and the forward perturbation 

s£R^ ([^e,T^(-,w)](5)5[^c,T,e(.,w)](5)) GC([0,l];Mrf) x C7([0,l];O(M)) 

for each smooth e e 0{M) i—> £t G C2 ([0,1]; Rd) satisfying {e(l) = 0. Namely, given 
v G Mrf, determine the family of paths (5, e) G M x 0(M) 1—> UAS) e 0(M) by3 

f'^(s) zz-^UA*) = c(v)f..vW    with fe,v(0) = e. 

Then the backward perturbation has the properties that 

Bl     s ~» ([0e,T,v(-,w)](s), [5re,T,v(-,w)](5)J    is smooth for /^T-a.e. w G W; 

B2 

B3 

for each s G M,w *> ( [0e,T,v( * J
W

)](5), [$ e,T,v(•, w)](5) jhas the same 

distribution under fxr as w -^ I w, dft^(s) (' >w)); 

^([ffe.T.v^w)]'^)) = AejT(t,w)v    where 

T 
Ae,T(*, w) + —Ric^(t)W)Ae>T(^w) = 0        with Ae,T(0,w) = I. 

2 

By combining B2 with B3, we see that, at least for sufficiently smooth functions, 

C(v)eB^T'[G(w,ffe|T(-,w))/0 7r(ffeJT(lJw))" 

(2.4)       =WT [^G([fcexv(-,w)](^^ 

+ B^ [G(w,^T(.,w))e(A)T(l,w)v)^T(1)W)/o^ . 

The role of the forward perturbation is that it allows us to remove the derivative 
from / on the right hand side of (2.4). Namely, the forward perturbation has the 
properties that 

Fl      5 ~> ([0e,T,c(,?w)](5)5 [5'e,T^(-5w)](5)j    is smooth for ^T-a.e. w G W; 

3 We use prime to denote differentiation with respect to s and dot for differentiation with respect 
to t. 
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for each 5 € E, the distribution of w-^ ([ Q t,T^( •, w)] (s), [ # e,T^( •, w)] (5) J 

under J^T is equivalent to that of w —» (w5S
r
CjT( *, w))-; 

w(['?e,T,€(t,w)]/(0)) = AefT(t,w)(€c(0) -€c(t)); 

F4 

if [E^ (e, T, w)] (5) is the Radon-Nikodym factor such that 

W* [[^(e,T,w)](s)G([^e,r,€(-)w)](s), [^..^(-.w)]^))] 

= E''T[G(w,5e,T(->w))], 

then £[^(e,T,w)](S)|g=o=i|  (^..T^w^.W.dwC*))^. 

In particular, by combining (2.4) with F2-F4, we obtain the formula 

(£(v)eE^ [G(w, ffe,T( •, w)) / o 7r(ff«,T(l, w))] 

(2.5) = E'iI [X)jG](w) - i / (AeiT(t,w)€«,v(*),dw(t))RaG(w,ff«1T(- ,w)) 

X /0 7r(S'e,T(l,w)) 

when ^e(O) = v, and where 

[©[G](w) = ^(G([^e,T,v(-,w)](S),[Ve,T,v(-,w)](S)) 
(2.6) 

- G([3,,TI€( • ,w)](5), [f eiT,€( • ,w)](a))) 
s=0 

Finally, starting from (2.5) and taking (cf. (2.2) and (2.3)) / = Sy, we arrive at our 
basic formula: 

(£(v)eE^[G(w,^e,T(-,w))^0 7r(jC(T(l5w))]pT(7r(e),?/)-1 

(2.7) 
_ ]E^T,e|y [VjG](w)-j;l   (A,iT(t,w)€elv(t),ciw(t))RdG(w,ffelT(-,w)) 

when ^e(0) = v and £e(l) = 0. 

2.3. Computation of logarithmic derivatives. With (2.7) in hand, the only 
thing between us and our formula for logarithmic derivatives of the PT( •, y) is a little 
combinatorics. 

Following [13], for 1 < m < n, we use Em>n to denote the set of all partitions 
{/31,..., /3m} of the set Sn = {1,..., n} into m nonempty, increasingly ordered subsets 
/31,... ,/3m, called blocks. In other words, f3k ^ 0, for 1 < k < m; ^ fl (3k = 0, for 

1 < j < k < m; and U l3k = <Sn. Finally, given vectors v1,... ,vn € Mrf and an 

ordered block /3 = (/?i,..., /3m), we put 

V^ = v^1 (8) • • • (8) v^ G (M**)0™. 

With this notation, one can use elementary differential calculus and induction to derive 
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the formula (cf. §2.1) 

Vevn '••VevilogpT(-,2/) 

= e(v)e log PTM •),</) 

In the following statement, if S = ^ <g> • • • (g) ^n where e K—■> £* € C2 ([0,1]; Mrf) 
is smooth for each 1 < A; < n, then we use induction on n > 1 to define Bs(t,T, •) : 
OT —► R so that 

(2.9) Bs(e,T,w) = ( ^(^^^O^W).-       when » = ^ 
^ [I>jn^i0...0^n-i (e, T, •)] (w)        when n > 2. 

THEOREM 2.10. Le£ n > 1 anrf v1,...,vn £ Mrf 6e ^'ven, anrf suppose e e 
O(M) H—> ^ G C2([051]; Md), 1 < A: < n, are smoott anrf cfto5en 50 tta^ ^(0) = vfc 

and £*CO — 0 /or a^ e ^ O(M).  Tften, for every p £ [1, oo), 

(2.11) ceSuPM)T»||B2(e)T,w)||iP(^e|y)<o0. 

T€(0,1] 

anrf we have the formula 

Vcv- •••VcvilogpT(-,y) 

(2.12) = ^(_T)-m j- c^y (B^l(e|r>w)>!B!> 5^(6,7^)) , 

^=1 {/31,...^-}€Sm,n 

^ere S^ = ^®. • -(g)^ ^ften /3 = (ft,... ,^) anrf ^c/. (A.l) anrf (A.2); CmT't,y(Xi, 
. ..,Xm) 25 ^fte mth cumulant of the random variables Xi,...,Xm computed with 
respect to the measure /^T,e|i/- 

Proof. We defer the proof of (2.11) to §A.2 below and turn immediately to the 
verification of (2.12). According to our notation of §2.1 with V = v1 <g) • • • (g) vn, 

C(V)e logpT(7r( '),y)= Vcv- • • • Vevi logPT( ' ,2/)- 

By (2.7) with G = 1 we see that4 

g(v)pr(7r(-),y)(c) = _T-iE^e|y r^ (   T    j]    when €e(o) = v. 

More generally, starting from here, working by induction, and making repeated appli- 
cation of (2.5), (2.7), and Leibnitz's rule, one finds that 

n m 

£(-Trro     £     Y[Bspk(t,T^) 
.m=l {/31

)...,y9'"}eSm,„ fe=l 

g(V)ePrW,y)=E^, 
PT(7r(e)3y) 

Finally, the passage from this to (2.12) is a simple application of the combinatorial 
fact contained in (A.2). □ 

4 This is a variant on a beautiful formula proved by J-M Bismut in [1], a fact which accounts 
for our choice of "5" here. 
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3. A little bit of large deviations. 

3.1. General setting. We begin by re-formulating the key result from [7] about 
large deviations in a form which is suitable for the present setting. Since we will be 
making frequent reference to it, we recall here the Cameron-Martin subspace H of 
absolutely continuous h G 2XJ for which 

H = (jfNt)| dt)    < oo. 

Next, to understand the intuition which underlies what follows, keep in mind Feyn- 
man's heuristic picture (cf. §4.2 of [14]) in which ^T is given by the fanciful but 
compelling formula 

(3.1) Mdw) = (27r)-*
dim(H) exp (-^) \u(dw), 

where AH is the "Lebesgue measure" on H. 
Of course, (3.1) makes essential zero mathematical sense. Nonetheless, as the 

theory developed in [7] shows, predictions based on (3.1) become increasingly accurate 
as T \ 0 and, when interpreted carefully, become correct at "T = 0". For example, 
define (t,c,g) € [0,1] x O(M) x H >—> &,(>(*, g) € 0(M) so that 

(3-2) ffco&g) = «(gW)fffi0(tig)    
with Se,o(0,g) = e, 

and set 

(3-3) H(e,y) = {g G H : TT O 5e,o(l,g) = y}- 

Next, let /C be a compact subset of O(M), and suppose that, for each T £ (0,1], 
fr - JC xW —y M is a measurable function. Further, assume that fa \ JC x H tends 
nicely to a smooth limit function /o : /C x H —y M, and define 

(3.4)      M/0(e,j/) - max |/o(e,g) - M^. . g e H(e,j/)|,    (t,y) € O(M) x M. 

Then (3.1) should make one believe that, under suitable technical conditions, (cf. 
(2.3)) 

EM exp I 1 ^ o ir{$tiT(l,w)) 

is asymptotic, uniformly in e € /C, to an expression which is independent of {fr ■ 
T G (0,1]}, and this belief is precisely what Theorem 4.21 in [7] justifies. Aside from 
technical conditions, the theory requires that there exists an e G /C i—y ht G H(e,y) 
such that 

(3.5) /o(e,h) - JlMtt < /0(e,he) - ^&> = Mf0(t,y) 

for all h £ H(e, y) \ {he}, and 

(3,, |L(/o(e,[e(.)1(s))_M(£Sr 
ds2 <0, 

s=0 

for any smooth s £ R t—»■ [0( •)](«) £ H(c,2/) with [e( • )](0) = he and [0( • )]'(0) ^ 0. 
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3.2. The case at hand. In order to describe the applications of these con- 
siderations here, we must first discuss the perturbations of the path JJcoC * > g)> which 
replace the backward and forward perturbations of §2.2 when T = 0. For this purpose, 
let H(0(M)) denote the set of absolutely continuous f: [0,1] —> O(M) such that 

f(t) G HmO(M)    for almost every t <E [0,1]    and     /   \v(f(t)) \^ddt < oo. 
Jo 

Given an e G O(M), a smooth map e G O(Af) i—> & E M^ © H, and a g G H, 
there exists (cf. Theorem 2.5 in [5]) a unique smooth s G M i—> [$t,o£(' ,g)](s) G 
C([0,l];O(M)) such that 

PI     [Se,(u(0,g)]'00 - g(€e(0))[?eiOi<(Oig)]W    and    [ffe^C-iB)]^) =8fclo(-,g); 

foreachsGM:   [ffe^C' 'g)](5) ^ H(0(M)) 

aiida;([3'c,o^(^g)],(5)) = %e,o,ao,g)]w(0) - %e,o^(o,g)]wW- 

Next, set 

[0e,o,^,g)](s) = I cc;([^,o^(r,g)](5)) dr, 

and, for smooth g : O(M) x H —> M, define 

[^](e,g)=^([ff«1o,€(0>g)](*),[e,,o,€(-,g)](a))|      . 

In particular, when £c = h G H, we write ffco,**? 9c,o,h3 and X>^ in place of &,(),£> 
0c,o,c7 and P^. Finally, choose and fix a y G M, set U(y) = 0(M)\7r~1 (Cut(y)), define 
t eU(y) i—>- 0e G Md so that tOe is the initial velocity of the unique minimal geodesic 
on [0,1] running from 7r(e) to y, and determine £,c G H so that £c(t) = t0c, t G [0,1]. 
The following statement is proved by the argument given to derive Lemma 2.9 in [10]. 

LEMMA 3.7. Assume that g : 0(M) x H —> M is a bounded smooth function 
with the property that 

(3.8) [Dig] (c,ie) = 0   for all e G U(y) and h G HQ = {h G H : h(l) = 0}. 

Then, for each compact subset /C ofU{y), there is an e > 0 such that (3.5) and (3.6) 
/w/d whenever e G /C, hc = £c, and fo = ag for some \a\ < e. 

3.3. The crucial fact. Our application of the considerations in §§3.1-3.2 will 
be to functions of the form (cf. (2.9)) 

(3.9) /T(e,w)=p(e,JBs(e,T,w)) 

where p G Cjf (O(M) x M; ffi) and we take 

(3.10) ^(e,0,g)Jr^1(t)'^-dt Whenn = 1' 
[ [^n%0...0€n-i(e,T, .)](g)        when n > 2. 

Because the functions l?s(e,T,w) are built out of solutions to stochastic integral 
equations with smooth coefficients, they satisfy all the technical properties required 
by [7].  In particular, in order to know that the asymptotic result described in §3.1 
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applies, Lemma 3.7 tells us that we need only check that we are dealing with a choice 
of S such that 

(3.11) [V^Bs] (0, e,/,) = 0   for all h e HQ. 

Thus, we must seek such a choice. 
To begin, notice that, for any e e O(M) i—>■ Se = £j 'ff, 

(3.12) 
1       dn 

Bs(e,0,g) = -- 
2dsn • •'•95i 

[ee,0,s(-,g)](s) 
H 5=0 

where s = (s1,..., sn); and we use induction on i = 1,..., n to set s* = (sn+i_i,..., 
5n), S^ = $i

n+1-i (g) • • • (g) ^n, and define 

[0c,O,Sl(t,g)](Sl) =  [0e,O,e(^g)](si)5 

[©e.O^-^S^gMsi+l) =  [0e,O,e-(t, [0^0,3, (', g)] (Sj))] (sn-i). 

Thus, 

1        fln+1 

[O£Ba](0,e,/e) = -- [0e,OlS®h(-,^e)](s,a) 
H 2 dadsn - - - dsi 

In particular, (3.11) will hold if, for sufficiently small |s|, 

= 0    for all h G HQ 

(s,ir) = (0,0) 

9 2 

[0e,O,S®h(-5^c)](s,O-) 
da H 

<7 = 0 

Given n > 1 and V = v1 (g) • • • <g> vn G (E^)071, we want to make a special 
choice of S = ^1 ® • • • (g) ^n such that Sc(0) = V. Namely, for each v G Md, define 
e G U(y) i—>- jj G Ed 0 H so that (cf. (3.2) and the discussion preceding Lemma 3.7)5 

J^W = w (d;3rf..vW,o(t^f.lVw)[=0j , 

where 

f«,v(a) = £(v)f.,v(s) with f«,v(0) = e. 

Notice that, by uniqueness, for any e e W(j/) and v e M<i, 

fe,v t [0,a] C U(y)   =»   [5e,0,jv(*,-«e)](5) = ^.O^./f,,,(.)), 

and therefore 

f«,vr[0,a]CW(|/) =►  [ec,o,jv(«>/e)](ii) = /fti,w(t). 

Next, for n > 1 and V = v1 ® • • • <g> v" £ (Wl)®n, define e € ^(y) i—> J? € 
Coo([0,l};(W)®n) so that 

jy(*)=jr1(t)®---®jr(*); 
and, for vn+1 e W1, use induction to define e e O(Af) i—)■ fc1v®v"+l £ C0 

0(M)),sothat 

fe,v®v»+i (s, sn+1) - fft,v(s),vn+i(sn+1)    for (s, «n+1) € Mn x M. 

5 The notation jv here is recognition of the fact that t -^ $e,o(tj^e)j? (t) is a Jacobi vector field 
along the geodesic TT O 5C,O( • >^e). 
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Clearly, for each V, there is an upper semi-continuous Sy : U(y) —> (0, oo) such that 

e E U{y) and |s| < 8w(z) => fe,v(s) G U{y). 

Hence, by induction and uniqueness, 

e £ U(y) and |s| < 5v(e) => 

[ee,0,Jv(->/.)](8)=/f,^8...8vl(.). 

But, because TT O ^^C • ,^e) is a minimal geodesic, 

(3.13) 

d     [0e,O,h(-,4)](<T)   2 

da H 
= 0   for any e E ZY(y) and h E HQ; 

o-=o 

and so we have now proved that 

(e,h) € U(y) x HQ and |s| < 8y(t) 

(3.14) d_ 

da 
[G)c,0,Jv®h(-,4)](s5cr) 

H 
0 

a-=0 

for all V € (Mrf)®n. 
After combining Lemma 3.7 and (3.14) with the results from [7] alluded to in 

§3.1, we see that, for any V € (M^)®71, K CC U(y), and p € Cg^RjE), there exists a 
dv(p,IC) > 0 such that, for each |a| < Sv(p,IC), 

ap(0) + ±dist(7r(t),yy2 

exp   - 

xE^1 ^a/9(gJv(e,T,w)-^Jv(e,Q,4))A c        ^    n     .x\ 
exp I —^ '- ) Sy o 7r(5C)r(l, w)) J 

is asymptotic, as T \ 0, uniformly in e £ /C, to an expression which is independent of 
a. In particular, by taking the ratio of the preceding with the quantity which results 
from replacing a by 0, one obtains (cf. (2.3)) 

(3.15)  lim sup ^T,t\y exp 
'ap(^Jv(e,T,w)-^jv(e,Q,4))-^(Q)> 

-1 -0. 

LEMMA 3.16. For each K CCM\Cut(y), V e (M**)®71, and p G [1,00), 

sup      maxT-1||^Jv(e,T,w) -5^(^0,4)11^^     , x < oo. 
T€(0,1] eG7r~   W VMT,e|y; 

Proo/. Choose p £ Cc
00((-2,2); [0,1]) so that p = 1 on [-1,1]. Then, by (3.15), 

there exists an a > 0 such that 

sup      max    e*/iT>euf{w : |£jv(e,T,w) - Sjv(e,0,^e)| > 2)) 
T€(0,l]e€7r~  W Vl J/ 

<B^-. [exp ^-^(^(e.r.w)-gjv(e,0,O) +a      < ^ 

Hence, in view of (2.11), it suffices for us to check that for some a > 0, 

fa|ffjv(e,r,w) -gjv(e,0,le)| 
sup 

T6(0 
CGTT-

1
^) 

,1]   «/r(v,e,' 
exp   - 

T) V 
V>T,t\y(dw) < OO, 
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where 

r(V,e,T) EE {w : \B^(t,T,w) - BjvCe,0,^)1 < 2} 

But, by taking 

p±(t)=tp(|), 

we see that (3.15) with p± replacing p, provides the required estimate. □ 

4. The main results. 

4.1. Outside the cut-locus. We are now ready to prove the main result of 
this article, which says that when x = 7r(e) is outside the cut locus of y, derivatives 
of all orders commute with the limit in (1.1). In fact, a slightly stronger asymptotic 
statement can be made, and as a consequence, we improve the upper bound of [16] 
for compact sets outside the cut locus. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let y e M and K CC M\Cut(y) be given. Then, for each n>l, 
ondv1,...,vn GMd: 

sup     T"1 |TVevn • • • Vevi logpH •, y) + ^Vev" ■ • • Vevidist( • ,y)2| < 00. 
TG(0,1] 

In particular, there is a Cn{K,y) < oo such that for V = v1 (8) • • • ® vn 

Vev" • • • Vcvi logpT(•,y)\ < Cn^y\ ||V||(Rd)^    for all (T,e) G (0,1] x Tr"1^). 

Proof. Choose v1,...^" G Mrf, and apply (2.12) with £* \ TT"
1
^) = jv* \ 

7r~1(i;f) to see that, for all e G 7r~1(i;C) (cf. §2.1 for the notation), 

e(V)c logPTM •),</) 
n 

-E(-T)"m E CT^(5Jv^(e,T,w),...,SjV^(e,T,w)). 
wi=1 {/31,...,/3-}€Sm,n 

Note that, because 

Cr,|,'(Bjv(e,T,w)) = Bf'-i- [BjvCe.T.w)], 

Lemma 3.16 guarantees that 

sup      max     — —    < oo. 
Telo,!]067"-1^) T 

At the same time, by (3.12) and (3.13), we know that 

SjvMA) - |€(V)cdist(7r(.),y)2. 

Thus, all that remains is to check that, when 2 < m < n, 

sup       sup    T-mC^"" (BlvAii (e,r,w)),... ,BJvfl« (e,T, w)) < oo, 

which follows from (A.3) and Lemma 3.16, with p = m. U 
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4.2. At the cut-locus. Again let y E M be fixed, and consider the behavior of 
the nth order covariant derivative of logpyC •, y) as T \ 0. When x = 7r(e) £ Cut(y), 
the situation is not so clear. In order to describe what we can say in this situation, 
we define (cf. [8]) 

M{x,y) = {Xx £ TXM : y = expx(Xx) and dist(x,y) = IX^M} 

and 

M&i) = l(Xx,Wx) £ M(x,y) x (TXM\ {0}) : ^expx(Xx + 5^)|^o= oj . 

Because, x £ Cut(2/), either M(x,y) contains more than one element or M(x,y) ^ 0. 
Finally, for e £ 7r_1(:c), set 

Af(e,i/) = {0 G Mrf : e0 € M^y)}, 

and, for 0 £ M(z,y) define a path £(0) E H(e,y) by [Hfi)}(t) =t0,t£ [0,1]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that M(x,y) contains more than one element, and let 

Mix^y) 2 M(x,y) be a submanifold ofTxM with the property that 

(XX,WX) £ M&y) ^Wxt TxmMM)- 

Further, assume that M(x,y) has positive measure when M(x,y) is given the measure 
determined by the Riemannian structure which it inherits as a submanifold. Given 
e £ 7r_1(x); there exists a non-degenerate (i.e., not concentrated at a single point) 
Borel probability measure \t\y on Mrf which is supported on M(t,y) and for which the 
asymptotic series 

Vev- •••VevilogpT(-,2/) 

171=1 {^1,...,/3m}eEm)n 

holds whenever n > 1, v2 £ W1, and £l(t) = (1 — t)v% for i = 1,... ,n. In particular, 
one can choose vectors vz so that there exist infinitely many n > 1 with 

(4.4) Hm T-Vev- • • • Vcvl logpr(■ •,») ^ 0. 

Proof. Given (2.12), the proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.34 in 
[10]. In particular, if v £ W1 and £(£) = (1 - t)v, then (cf. (2.9)) 

-^(e,O,£(0))=/v(0) = (v,e)Rc«. 

The only additional ingredient is provided by Lemma A.5, which guarantees that, when 
v ^ 0 and v / M(e, y), C^y {U(0),..., Jv(0)) ^ 0 for infinitely many m > 1. D 

4.3. Final comment. It may be of some interest to see what Theorem 4.1 says 
about derivatives of PT( • ,y) itself. For this purpose, let v1,..., vn £ Wd be given, 
set V = v1 <g) • • • <g> vn, and note that, by elementary calculus and an easy induction 
argument: 

(«>   ^^ -1   E   n«(V).^w-).,). 
PT\*W>V) ro=1 [l3i>...t0m}&m _„ /=1 
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Obviously, if no restrictions are placed on the v^'s, Theorem 4.1 gives nothing more 
than 

 /  /v    x—-  < C V|Ud)Sn T 
n    when T £ (0,1], 

an estimate which, in fact (cf. [16]), holds everywhere, not just outside the cut locus. 
Our goal here is to show that one can say more when one puts restrictions on the v^'s 
and stays away from the cut locus. 

Set 

E(e,y)-idist(7r(e),y)2    and    [B(e,y)](V) = (£(V)eB(.,y). 

The first part of Theorem 4.1, in conjunction with (4.5), says that, for each e ^ 
TT-^CutG/)), 

(4.6) 

where 

g(V)«Pr(7r(-)>y) 

PT{*(t),y) 
< C{V, e, y)T-m(-v'c^   when T G (0,1], 

(4.7)        m(V, c, y) = max < k: 

3 1 < m < n, 3 {/31,... ,/3TO} e Sm,n, and ^ 

31<£i<---<4<m with 

n^(e,Z/)](V^)^0 
> • 

In order to take advantage of these observations, suppose that 7r(e) ^ Cut(y). 
Then, by standard (cf. Chapter 9 in [4]) calculations: 

(4.8) 
7r(c) = y => 

[E(t,vj\(t) = 0 and [E(e,y)}« ® 77) = (£,17)^    for all £,V 6 »'. 

On the other hand, when 7r(e) 7^ 7/, we will make a special choice of basis. Namely, we 
take e1(e,y) G Mrf so that dist(7r(e),2/) ee1(e,y) E T^M is the initial velocity of the 
unique minimal geodesic from 7r(e) to y. Then 

[E{t,vM) 
dist(7r(e),y) 

■faJiw))** = [E(t,v)]{t ® eHe.y))    for all ^ € 

Hence, because [^(e, y)] (£®rj) = [£7(e, y)] (^7®^), we can choose e2(e, y),..., ed(e, y) G 
Md so that (e1(e,y),... ,erf(e,y)) forms an orthonormal basis and 

(4.9) 
[J5(e,j/)](ei(e,y))=0    for 2 < i < d, 

[B(e,y)] (e^cy) ® e^(e,y)) - 0    for 1 < i ? j < d. 

THEOREM 4.10. Let y G M and e ^ 7r~1(Cut(y)) 6e given. If ir(t) =£ y, choose 
the o.n. basis (e1(e,y),... ,ed(e,y)) as above; and when 7r(e) = y; let (e1(e,y),..., 
ed(e,y)) be an arbitrary o.n. basis in lrf. Next, suppose that V = e^^y) <8> • • • ® 
etn(e;y); define 

Nk(V, e, y) = card{l <m <n : im = k}, 
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TOi(V,e,2j) = 0    and   m2(V, ^y) = ^2 
k=l 

Nk(V,t,y) 
i/7r(e) =?/, 

d    r 

^i (V, e, y) = iVi (V, e, y)    and   m2 (V, e, y) = ^ 

Then 

k='2 x- 

Nk(y,t,y) 
ifir(z) ^y. 

•VeeuPrC-,^) 

where 

PT{ir(t),y) 

m(V,z,y) < 

< C7(V, e,T/)T-m(v'c'^    when T £ (0,1], 

mi + 7712 + 
n — mi - 2m2 

(V.e.p). 

/n particular, if either 7r(e) = y or 7r(e) 7^ y anrf zm / 1 /or any 1 < m < n; fften 
m(V,e,y)<[f]. 

Proof. In view of (4.6) and our notation convention of §2.1, all that we have to 
do is check that the ra(V,e,y) in (4.7) satisfies the asserted estimate. But, for any 
1 < m < n and {/31,... ,y3

m} <E Em>n, (4.7) and (4.8) say that, for any 1 < £ < m, 

[B(e,y)](y^)^0oiilyif 

^ G {(A:,*) : 1 < A; < d} or |/3£| > 3    when 7r(e) = y, 

Pi = (1), ^ e {(*, A) : 2 < k < d}, or |/^| > 3    when 7r(e) ^ y. 

Thus, a partition which achieves the maximum in (4.7) can be chosen from among 
partitions {/31,..., /3m} in which 

card{^: 0l € {(A;,*) : 1 < k < d}} = [mi+m2](V,e,y)    if 7r(e) = y, 

card{^ : fi1 = (1) or /3£ G {(k,k) : 2 < k < d}} = [mi + m2](V, e,y)    if 7r(e) ^ y. 

Further, among these, the maximum cannot be larger than mi + m2 plus the largest 
number of remaining blocks which have three or more elements. D 

Appendix. 

A.l. Cumulants. The purpose of this section is to provide a few elementary 
facts about cumulants. For more details, see either [11] or [12]. 

The easiest way to think about cumulants is to consider bounded random variables 
Xi,..., Xm on some probability space (E^J7, JJ) and take the mth cumulant to be 

(A.l) ^mP^l'-' -j-^m) — 

Qn 

dai - - - da-n 
■logE^ exp f Y^ ajx3 

ot=0 

However, because we need to consider unbounded random variables, we will need an 
alternative description of cumulants.   Namely (cf. the discussion in §2.3 preceding 

6 We use [t] to denote the integer part of t £ M. 
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(2-8)), 

771 k 

(A.2)       OX1>...,Xm) = X;(-l)*-1(fc-l)! £ J]^ 
fc=i {/31,...,/3*}eE*,mi=i 

which is an expression that makes perfectly good sense as soon as each Xk € Lm(fjL) 
and agrees with the one in (A.l) when the X^'s are bounded. Moreover, by Holder's 
inequality, 

k 

<nnii^ii^i(,)^nii^ii^w' 

and so the multi-linear map 

is continuous. In particular, for each m > 1, there is a cm G (0, oo) such that 

(A.3) \C&{Xu...9Xn)\<cml[\\Xi\\Ln 
■(/*)■ 

i=l 

Finally, notice that, by (A.l), for each m > 2 and bounded X;'s, 

C^ (Xi,..., Xm) =0   if Xf is constant for any 1 < i < m. 

Thus, by continuity, multi-linearity, and (A.3), we know that 

(A.4) |C&(Xi,... ,Xm)| < cmII WXi - CKIU- 
■(/*) 

1=1 

for any m > 2 and (ai,..., am) G Mm. 
Besides the preceding, we made use in Theorem 4.2 of the fact contained in the 

following. 
LEMMA A.5. Let X be a bounded1, non-constant random variable on (n,^7,//). 

If the probability measure fj, is non-degenerate (i.e., not concentrated at a single point), 
then C^X,..., X) ^ 0 for infinitely many m>l. 

Proof. Because X is bounded, 

z G C y—> M(z) = E" fe**] G C 

is an entire function of exponential type (cf. [3]) which is 1 at the origin; and so, by 
(A.l), it suffices to show that M has at least one root. But if M never vanished, then 
the WeierstraB product formula would say that M(z) = eaz for some a G C, with the 
conclusion that R B W [X] = a and W [(X - a)2] = 0. That is, X would have to be 
constant. □ 

A.2.   An Lp-estimate. Here we will verify the estimate in (2.11).   Thus, let 
n > 1 and smooth e G O(M) i—> £ G C2([0,l];Erf),l < i < n, be given, set 

In order to appreciate the importance of boundedness here, consider the case when X is 
Gaussian. 
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S = £1 (g) ... ® £n, and, for T £ (0,1], define J9s(e,T,w) accordingly, as in (2.9). 
Arguing as in [16] (cf. Lemma 3.3 and Appendix there), one finds that 

B3(t,T,w)= [ [ao(e,T,w)](r)dr + V / [a,-(e,T,w)](r)d^(r), 
./o j=1 Jo 

where, for each (T, e) G (0,1] x O(M) and 0 < j < d, (r,w) G [0,1] x 2ZT i—> 
[aj(e,T, w)] (r) G M is a {Bt : t G [0,1]}-progressively measurable function and there 
exists an e > 0 such that, for all R > 0, 

(A.6) sup fir I  sup    max I [We, T, •)] (r)] I > i?"1-1 ] < 2 exp(-ei?2). 
(T,c)G[0,l]xO(M) \r€[0,l] 1^<d / 

Now write 

/   [ao(e, T, w)] (r) dr = J] 2-£Ao,Ke, T, w) 

where Ao,/(e, T, w) = 2^ /" [ao(e,T, w)] (r) dr 

and, for 1 < j < d, 

/   [ai(e,T,w)](r)dr = ]r2-*Aif/(e,T,w) 
Jo e=1 

rl-2-1 

where Aij/(e,T, w) = 2^ / [aj(e,T, w)] (r) (i^(r). 

Obviously, all that we have to do is show that, for all p G [1, oo), 

(A.7) sup sup max Tn||A£(e,T, .)||rp,        . < oo. 

The key to our proof of (A.7) is contained in the inequality (cf. (A.3) in [16]) 
which says that, for each p G [1, oo), there is a universal Cp < oo such that 

(A.8) E" [X»Y] < Cv (log ||y |UcoM + r [e*2]) f 

for any probability measure */ and any non-negative random variables X and Y such 
that E^jY] = 1. In particular, since 

i^..i»[|A^(e,T,w)|-] 

i.     ,           ,\£-P2-IT('K 
03e T(1 — 2~£,w),2/) = »-'     A^e,T,w)»^-^ ^ >    ;>^ 
PT(7r(e),y) 

and, by standard heat kernel estimates (cf. [9]), there is a C < oo such that 

log'^'V^'^^cf-log^^     forall(^,y)G(0,l)xMxM, 

(A.8), with pn replacing p, 

X(w) = |Ai>£(e,T,w)|», 
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and 
,,,    x       P2-^T(^05reJT(l-2-^w),2/) 
y(W) =  {   f\     \ ' 

will give (A.7) once we check that there exists a p > 0 for which 

(A.9) sup sup /XT(|AJ)£(e,T3w)| > Rn) < 2exp(-pE2),    R € [0,oo). 
(T,e)G(0,l]xO(M) £>1 V        ' ' 

Finally, when j = 0, (A.9) is an immediate consequence of (A.6). When 1 < j < d, 
we use the standard exponential estimate for stochastic integrals which says that, for 
any positive numbers r and R > 0 and any progressively measurable a : [0,1] x W —> 
M: 

//T ( /   «(r) dwjir) >(b- a)irR and    /   a(r)2 dr <R2) < exp ( -y J . 

Hence, by (A.6), for each 1 < j < d, 

MT(|A^(e,T,w)| > Rn) < 2exp (—} +2exp(-e#2), 

which completes the proof of (2.11). 
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